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, but was she, ,

The  and the , written in the ,
A  if she is guilty, a  if she’s .

Why does  follow , how do these two combine,
,  from wine,
, a  compares,

, a  declares.

Although  may be needed for a warning, or seclusion to be achieved,
All agree , an  is believed,

 is unique, that even a single witness can uncover,
After  and , there are .

, is that a  or ,
 

 or , how long must they be there,
For  or , how long is the .

, if conceitment is his ,
, by not controlling his ,

, the  can’t face him,
He will be cut down like an , and not rise by .

, and what the  is ,
s’  priorities, when it came to ,

 of , so much more to be ,
The details of the beginning, of .
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The  continues, with the  and its description,
No  or  in a , a basket - an Egyptian,

 to be gathered, from the dust that will be there,
Any water can be taken, provided it will be clear.

 
, then , will cause them mayhem,

, that  declared,
We were  to , and  for a  to be cleared.

On  and with , must be written the ,
To be erased into the water, for her to drink and to fill her,
Placed into a ,  then ,

, , and then to be  we would rush her.

The  is written, but a  which verses,
Is it also the instructions and details, or only the curses,

, as soon as she begins to indulge,
, and her eyes start to bulge.

, or  confirm a rumor,
, these all are  to ,

, the water will lose its fitness,
If even , there is a single witness.

Two  accompany them, to the  in ,
To keep them separated, and not to diminish, the effectiveness of the ,
They would coax and rush her, so that maybe she would fess up,
To avoid a , by her admitting she messed up.
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All dressed up in black, with no jewelry to wear,
The  would rip her garment, and unbraid her hair,
She stood , for her to be seen,
In public by the , to create a scene.

Each step that was done, it is from her that we learn,
, he receives back in return,

She adorned herself to entice him, for that we blame her,
Instead of a , we use , a .

The story of , and his battles with the ,
,  and , from the water she fished him,

The  of  and , how that concerns us,
, even to get thrown into a furnace.

An , all are ,
But besides a  that is given, their  - ,

,  en route,
Although these women are , but  on the way out.

, stated at least three times ,
 

Even if the husband and  were , she remains  to ,
And now since she is , she is  to the .

If the  is , the results are upended,
Should she have , her punishment may be suspended,
To be  the  of an , must a  be given,

, is his  forgiven.
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, if she is barren she’ll conceive,
From difficult labor, she will get a reprieve,

 
If she only had , she will now have .

Does an  drink, does an ,
How about a  or , or an ,
A  for an , to lose her  is it ,
This whole process will only work, when .

When  became , on that day they ’ed,
About the  and the , that the Leviim ’ed,
A  can make a , about a  we pondered,
How the  was said at the , and how the Yidden responded.

, even if heard from the bird’s chirping,
She loses her , if heard from the town’s yentas smirking,

, , called ,
, whose  lasts forever, .

, any language can be said,
Although written in , one can translate them instead,

 and , and also ,
 and  

But the following require , as the  taught,
, , and the  read when  were brought,

At , the  and curses,
The  on  and , the reading of verses.
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The sending of the , so hard to understand,
The crossing of the , to conquer the land,

 and , the positioning of the ,
 said , the  and .

Three  for , in the  with the ,
One  said ,  in the ,
The  on , although skipping is normally ,

,  and .

 by , the  and ,
Took place , ,
The speech of the , the one who was anointed,
Instructions of the , who were appointed.

, where the perpetrator no one knows,
Do we measure from the neck, the navel or nose,

, we regret ,
Can’t send away guests, without  and .

 
 

 stopped, ,
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One thought comes to mind, as we learn through these ,
Unfortunately , ,
May we see the miracle of the waters return, ,
With the coming of , .
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